
Term Definition 

Ad-hoc proposal

A proposal from a supplier made outside a main commissioning round that is not tied to a particular commissioning brief. Could be topical, 

quick turnaround or talent related, or just a new idea. Some slots may be held back by commissioners to accommodate these ideas both in the 

general schedule and/or under a strand title.

APC Code The code of conduct of the Alliance for the Protection of Copyright.

Assessment criteria
Defined areas of interest specified within a commissioning brief. Supplier proposals will be assessed against these.

Batch commission

A contract given to a supplier to deliver a certain number of programmes (which may be a mixture of singles and series), the content of which 

aren't all specified at the point of commission. NB: One-offs cannot be offered until everything has been delivered in the batch allocated to the 

supplier.

Bundle 
Two or more similar strands or programmes grouped together and awarded to one supplier as part of a single contract.

Business Affairs The BBC legal team that define the terms of trade for BBC Radio and negotiates the supply contracts.

Commission The content (programme, strand, slot) that has been contracted for delivery.

Commissioning
The process of briefing programme suppliers of the audience/station needs and selecting suitable proposals.

Commissioning 

round 

A specific period of time where commissioners ask for proposals according to their commissioning briefs - e.g. Spring round, Autumn round. 

Commissioning 

brief 

A document or presentation that sets out the commissioner's vision and requirements for the programme/strand/slot/batch that is open to 

proposals from suppliers.

Compliance 

(editorial)

Pre-transmission check to identify any potential editorial issues with the content of a programme, including editorial guidelines, applicable laws, 

rules or policies.

Compliance 

(technical)

Pre-transmission check to identify any potential issues with the content of a programme such as loss of sound, background noise, under- or 

over-running the scheduled slot.

Contract
The legal document laying out an agreement between the BBC and outside supplier stating the deliverables and terms of the commission.

Current 

commission

A commission in the delivery phase i.e. The supplier is in production and the programme is on air.

Development The process of creating an idea or refining an idea into a full proposal.

Direct commission

Where the commissioner approaches some suppliers directly and invites them to submit proposals for content which may be needed quickly 

or originate within the commissioning team. To ensure that we meet our 60% competition target it is recommended that at least three 

suppliers are approached for treatments.

Editorial direction
Stated in the commissioning brief. The desired narrative structure/content, contains audience targets and how the content will serve them. 

Editorial 

specification (Ed 

spec)

This is the description of the programme in Proteus. All programmes must have one and is normally derived from the commissioning brief and 

the proposal documents. 

Eligible hours AKA 

relevant hours

The number of hours that could be competed. Eligible hours exclude any hours that are news, weather, trails, continuity, repeats, EBU 

broadcasts and some auto played music output.

Evaluation team The team responsible for evaluating the proposal and pitch - the commissioning brief will state who these people are. 

Full proposal
This is where shortlisted suppliers explain in detail how their proposal meets the commissioning brief. They submit their full proposal for the 

programme/strand/batch into Proteus. 

Final offer The offer of a contract. 

Genre What kind of programme it is - e.g. Arts, Drama, Comedy. 

Guidelines Suppliers are expected to adhere to the BBC's published guidelines and policies. A guideline sets out the BBC's expectations. 

Guide price The expected price (or price range) for a commission.  This will be indicated within the commissioning brief.

Hours Unit of measurement used to represent volume in reports and schedules. 

Light touch 

recommission

The BBC are happy with the programme and it's performing well and would prefer to stay with the current suppliers but request expressions 

of interest from others in case an improvement is available.

Live As opposed to pre-recorded.

Multiplatform

Content that appears on non-linear platforms (e.g. digital and social media) either exclusively or in addition to the linear platforms. Will be 

defined in the commissioning brief and contract. 

NDA Non-Disclosure Agreement - a legal agreement restricting discussion of business with external parties.

One-off A commission for the supply of a single programme.

Origination The first transmission as opposed to the repeat transmission. 

Pending
Programmes not commissioned immediately that could be considered for commission later. Commissioning editors must go back to the 

supplier regularly to update them on the situation.

Pitch
Shortlisted producers may be invited to a pitch meeting (interview) where they discuss details of their proposal with the commissioning editor 

and show supporting material.

Programme A single item of content in the schedule.

Proposal AKA short 

proposal

A 250 word pitch submitted via Proteus in response to a commissioning brief, invitation to pitch or as an unsolicited idea outside a 

commissioning round.

Proteus BBC Radio's business system for managing the commissioning and scheduling of programmes.

Policies Suppliers are expected to adhere to the BBC's published guidelines and policies. 

Repeat Any transmission of a programme after the first transmission. This doesn't cover online premieres.



Review
Opportunities throughout and after a commission contract to examine the audience reaction, alignment to strategy and direction of the 

commission and agree changes.

Round See 'Commissioning round'.

Shortlist

Verb: process of deciding which offers are taken through to the next stage.

Noun: the list showing which offers are taken through to the next stage.

Single commission 
An individual stand alone programme, either selected via a commissioning brief or offered directly to the station from a supplier. It may also 

be a one-off under a strand title, e.g. a single drama in the afternoon drama strand.

Slot A specified time in the radio schedule.

Strand
A programme that has a regular ongoing slot in the schedule. Defined by having no definite end date.  An ongoing programme which is 

considered as occupying a schedule slot on the network more or less permanently (e.g. Essential Classics, Woman's Hour).

Series A run of programmes limited to a specific number of episodes or coverage of a specific time-bound event.

Supplier An entity who has been accepted as capable of delivering programmes.

Technical Requirements for formats, quality, length, volume, audibility that the BBC sets out for all programmes.

Tender
A request from the BBC, via a commissioning brief, for proposals from production companies and departments for the production of content.

Title The public facing name of a programme or series.


